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Meurigite-Na, a new species, and the relationship between phosphofibrite and meurigite
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AbstRAct

The new mineral meurigite-Na, [Na(H2O)2.5][Fe3+
8 (PO4)6(OH)7(H2O)4], is monoclinic with space 

group C2/c and cell parameters a = 28.835(2), b = 5.1848(4), c = 19.484(1) Å, β = 106.983(6)°, V 
= 2785.8(2) Å3, and Z = 4. It is the Na analog of meurigite, which is now named meurigite-K. The 
type locality of meurigite-Na is the Silver Coin mine, Valmy, Iron Point district, Nevada, where it oc-
curs as radial sprays of cream-colored, flattened fibers (thin laths) to 0.4 mm in length. At the Silver 
Coin mine, meurigite-Na occurs very late in a paragenetic sequence that includes (in approximate 
order from early to late) quartz, barite, apatite-(CaF), goethite, rockbridgeite, cacoxenite, alunite, 
wardite, turquoise/chalcosiderite, leucophosphite, lipscombite/zinclipscombite, kidwellite, strengite/
variscite, crandallite/perhamite, and jarosite. Meurigite-Na also occurs at Tom’s quarry and Moculta 
quarry in South Australia, Australia, Lake Boga quarry and probably Rixon’s Sandstone quarry in 
Victoria, Australia, and at an unnamed pegmatite prospect near Linopolis, Minas Gerais, Brazil. The 
streak is white, the luster is silky, and the Mohs hardness is about 3. The measured density is 2.94(2) 
g/cm3 and the calculated density is 2.954 g/cm3. Optical properties: biaxial (–), α = 1.740(3), β = 
1.759(3), γ = 1.763(3), 2Vmeas = 50(10)°; X ≅ c, Z = b. The strongest powder X-ray diffraction lines 
are [d(hkl)I]: 13.8(200)20, 9.35(002)100, 4.843(111)20, 3.206(712)40, 3.107(713)30, 2.971(513)15, 
and 2.593(116)15. Meurigite-Na is insoluble in concentrated HCl. Evaluation of powder XRD and 
chemical-analytical data in light of the structure determination for meurigite-K leads to the conclusion 
that type phosphofibrite is isostructural with meurigite and represents the alkali-deficient member of 
a series with meurigite-K.
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intRoduction

One of the authors (P.M.A.) first collected specimens of 
the new mineral described herein in 2003 at the Silver Coin 
mine, Valmy, Iron Point district, Nevada. The sprays of yellow 
to cream fibers resembled meurigite, which had been reported 
from the mine previously (Pullman and Thomssen 1999; Cas-
tor and Ferdock 2004), and an X-ray powder diffraction pattern 
showed a close match with meurigite; however, a check of the 
chemistry by energy-dispersive spectroscopy indicated that Na 
rather than K was dominant.

In their original description of meurigite from the Santa Rita 
mine, Grant County, New Mexico, Birch et al. (1996) were un-
able to determine its crystal structure, leaving some uncertainty 
as to the exact stoichiometry of the chemical formula. That, 
coupled with the possible identity of meurigite and phospho-
fibrite acknowledged by Birch et al. (1996) and more strongly 
pointed out by Kolitsch (1999), made it desirable to directly 
compare the Na-rich material from the Silver Coin mine with 
the original type meurigite and, in particular, to obtain Fourier 
transform infrared spectra of the two under equivalent condi-

tions. Quite serendipitously, a small piece from the meurigite 
type specimen provided by the Museum of Victoria (Melbourne, 
Australia), also yielded a crystal fragment of sufficient quality 
for the determination of its crystal structure using a synchrotron 
source (Kampf et al. 2007).

The present study describes the new mineral meurigite-Na, 
reports on the renaming of the original meurigite to meurigite-K, 
and provides an analysis of the evidence for the possible identity 
of meurigite-K and phosphofibrite. Unfortunately, our lack of 
success in obtaining phosphofibrite type material must leave 
final clarification of the last of these issues open. The new min-
eral meurigite-Na and the renaming of the original meurigite to 
meurigite-K have been approved by the IMA Commission on 
New Minerals, Nomenclature and Classification (IMA2007-024). 
Type material is deposited in the Natural History Museum of Los 
Angeles County under catalog numbers 57659 and 57660.

descRiption of meuRigite-nA

Occurrences
The type locality of meurigite-Na is the Silver Coin mine 

(SW¼ Sec. 1 and SE¼ Sec. 2, T35N, R41E) Valmy, Iron Point 
district, Humboldt County, Nevada (Fig. 1). The following * E-mail: akampf@nhm.org


